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In the House is the Official Newsletter of the House of Gordon USA and is
published biannually. Newsletters are sent in December by e-mail, and in May
by USPS to its members. The House of Gordon USA is a 501(c)(3) public
benefit corporation organized to promote the history, heritage and traditions of
Scotland and the Gordon Clan. Donations of funds, books and other property
made to House of Gordon USA are deductible contributions for the purpose of
Federal Income Tax Returns.
Articles and other materials appropriate for publication are encouraged. All
matters submitted for printing are subject to the Editor’s approval, who
reserves the right to edit prior to publication.
---------------------------------------MEMBERSHIP in the House of Gordon USA is available to all who bear the
surname Gordon, an Associated Family name or to one who has a sincere
interest in the Gordons and all things Scottish.
Annual Dues of $25 are payable annually. Remit to House of Gordon USA,
7 Ladbroke Rd. Greenville, SC 29615 or remit using Paypal Please visit our
website: houseofgordonusa.org for further information.
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Chief’s Message
Dear Members and Friends,
It is a great honour to be invited to return to Grandfather Mountain once
again. I have the happiest memories of
my time on the mountain and of visits to
Linville and Blowing Rock. Also driving
down the Blue Ridge Parkway to Asheville. All something I would love to do
again. But most of all I learned a lot
from the way the Grandfather Mountain
Games is managed.
We introduced
Clan Tents to the Aboyne Games as a
result of my visits. We only have ten or
twelve clans represented but it is growing and has proved very popular with
visitors.
We also introduced a clan
march past but I was disappointed that it was not better attended.
You have never been out of the news since your presidential elections. There has been a huge interest here especially as we elected to
leave the European Union earlier in the year. Politics is no longer boring - frightening perhaps - but not boring!
We had a glorious games at Aboyne this year. Record crowds and only
a brief ten minutes of showers in the afternoon. The Chief’s Tent was
overflowing with all sorts. Highlanders and clansmen of every description, dancers and pipers, committee members trying to get me to perform my duties on the green and a very busy Overseas Visitors Tent
where I made my usual brilliant speech - for those who have heard it
before perhaps less brilliant second or third time around! Anyway what matters is that they are all hugely welcome and we never cease to
be delighted that so many parts of the world are represented with pins
stuck into our world map. Did that delightful lady in the tartan bonnet
really come from North Korea?
I wonder sometimes whether a little
humour is creeping into their behaviour.
The warmest wishes to you all for a quiet and peaceful Christmas and I
look forward to meeting as many of your as possible in July.
Aye,
Huntly

In The House!
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President’s Message
Merry Christmas and Happy Hogmanay Gordons!
This past year was very exciting year expanding our
coverage across the country and even more excitement coming in 2017 as our newest conveners swing
into action and with our chief’s visit to Grandfather
Mountain and our AGM this summer!

Our membership continues to grow and I am so happy
to say that we have the youngest full member to date in 9-year-old Armond
from Colorado! The next generations are coming up Gordon proud.
Rob Gordon has expanded his coverage and is now convening Massachusetts, New Hampshire Rhode Island, and has taken over Maine from Merle
Gordon who asked to step down. Many thanks to Merle for his many years
as our Maine Convener and we wish Merle and his wife Patti, who recently
celebrated 25 years together, many happy years to come.
Kenn Gordon has expanded his area of operation and is now convening in
Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas. Kenn also tells me that his family is
growing again, this time with the upcoming adoption of a 5-year-old daughter! So exciting—I am doing the happy dance for them.
Jenn Mills Martin has joined Cynthia Gordon Patrick’s team and will be convening Northern Florida—she and Cynthia are making quite a good team.
Jenn’s cousin, Sheila Mills Bedsole, is our Alabama convener and these two
are dynamic! We are so lucky to have them!
Welcome back Tom Gardenhire who had to put aside convening for the
spring due to health considerations. We are so happy that Tom is doing better and is back in action for Arizona & New Mexico. Thanks to Steve Melcher
who came down to NM to take on the games and give us a presence! We
also want to welcome back Loren and Nola Adams in Utah! It will be good to
have a Gordon tent there again and I am looking forward to seeing them
back in action!
Lastly, we are very excited to now have a convener for Montana!!! Ann Donnelly will begin hosting the Gordon tent this coming year and she is a very
enthusiastic vibrant lady who will well represent us!
The highlight of the coming year will of course be our AGM at Grandfather
Mountain and Granville’s visit! Our chief has been designated as the Honored Guest, and The House of Gordon will be the Honored Clan!
We also have elections this year—if you are interested in being part of the
nominating committee please let me know. I will be appointing the members
to the committee by January 8, 2017 in accordance with the Bylaws. If you
are interested in serving on the National Board, please pass along that information as well.
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What’s Happening In The House!
This year Steve and Cindy
Melcher of Colorado created an
annual scholarship in honor of
their daughter to support music
education at their local high school,
Pueblo West High. The first Robin
Melcher Scholarship was awarded
this past May to Kaitlin Ann Wolfe.
(pictured below)

Steve was hoping to award
$200.00 this year, but said “due to
the generous contributions by
Doris, Cindy's sister, and my sister,
Judy, we were able to award $400
and next year’s award of $400 is
already in the scholarship fund
account at the high school!”

New England Growing Strong!
After an unexpected start my wife
Kathy and I had an enjoyable
summer hosting House of Gordon
events!
We traveled to Richmond, Rhode
Island for the Rhode Island
Scottish Games and
Festival on the weekend
of June 11th, but not
before our neighbor's 80
foot maple tree fell on
our garage the night
before we were due to
leave for Rhode Island!
After a frantic evening
with tree removal people
at our house and phone
calls with insurance
folks,
we
also
discovered,
to
our
dismay,
that
our
volunteers Donald and
Dolly Gordon would be
unable to join us at the
Rhode
Island
event
because their car had a blown
engine.
On the morning of the Rhode
Island event, the local forecast
called for a beautiful sunny day.
Our day started out nice enough
and saw us greeting many visitors
- until 1 pm when Mother Nature
decided to play a little trick on us
and rewarded us with torrential
downpours for the next three
hours, sending us scurrying to
cover everything in sight while
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alternating trying to keep the rain
from accumulating on the tent
roof. We called it a day when the
water started reaching river
proportions through the bottom of
the tent!

In The House!
A. Milne; Sarah Phillips and her
husband Jason Moscatello, and
Charlie Gordon and his wife Molly.
A highlight of the day was some of
the Gordon men participated in
the bonnie knees contest. They
claimed the contest
was rigged though
when they lost out to
a sheep dog!
After a great event,
we all enjoyed going
out for dinner while
we listened to live
music. It was a great
camaraderie
and
Kathy and I certainly
appreciated all the
extra help!

July 16th saw us at the Glasgow
Lands Scottish Festival at Look
Park, an absolutely beautiful
venue, in Florence, MA. This was
the first time in a number of years
that a Gordon tent had been at
Glasgow Lands and we were
warmly welcomed by many
visitors excited to see the Gordons
there once more! Helping us in the
tent this year were Jim Gordon,
House of Gordon DNA coadministrator and Gay Magruder;
Suzanne Szczepanek, whose
great grandfather's cousin was A.

On September 16th,
17th and 18th, we
hosted a House of
Gordon tent at the
New
Hampshire
Highland Games and
Festival held at Loon
Mountain in Lincoln.
This is one of the
largest games in the United
States. We were grateful for help
once again from Sarah and Jason.
We had many visitors over the
three days. Lord Lyon stopped by
and signed our guest book. As the
keeper of Scottish Heraldry, he
was appreciative of the work to
carry on Scottish traditions. The
Chieftain of Clan Morrison, who
was the honored Clan at the
games visited. John Lowry, past
president of House of Gordon,
USA made the trip from California.
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We had at least four groups of
people stop by and speak warmly
of Cliff Gardner. Cliff, who was
from Rhode Island, passed away
in 2011. He was very active in the
House of Gordon in New England
and made a positive impression
on those who knew him.
A lot of Alexander Gordon
descendants visited our tent.
Alexander Gordon (1635-1697)
fought against Oliver Cromwell’s
Army, was taken prisoner and
sent to the New World in 1652 as
an indentured servant. After
winning his freedom in a court
battle, he settled in Exeter NH.
His family is the oldest line of
Gordons in the New World.
We had some girls come in who
had started highland dancing, and
needed to do a project. So they
decided to do a project on the
House of Gordon (their ancestry).
We gave them information to get
started.

On Sunday morning Sarah
carried the flag for the Gordons to
the Kirkin-O’-the Tartan. She
enjoyed Reverend John Turner’s
sermon which always includes
comic relief. Afterwards she went
to talk to him. They both realized
they knew each other from when
she played the organ at the
College of William and Mary.
Winnie-the-Pooh got a lot of hugs
and pictures taken with the kids.
We had 114 people sign our
guest book. Overall the games
were a great success and a lot of
fun!
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Along with hosting these three
games, next year we plan to add
the Maine Games at the Topsham
fairgrounds which will be held in
August. If you are in the area, I
invite you to visit our tent at one of
these games.
Bydand!
Robert S Gordon
New England Convener
House of Gordon USA
Montana, get ready for the
Gordons—a Gordon Goddess is
in town!
We are happy to
introduce
our
newest convener,
Ann Donnelly.
She writes:
I was born in
Southern California
but spent every
summer in NW
Montana at our
families cabins on McDonald Lake
in Glacier National Park. My great
grandfather, Frank Kelly, came
through with the Great Northern
Railway in 1894 and when they got
to Montana, the government was
allowing homesteads around the
lake. He and another man were
the first two to stake a claim.
Grandpa built 13 cabins in all and
through the years ran it as a
business. My two brothers and I
each own a cabin now. The rest
were sold to old, family like friends
that had come up year after year.

In The House!
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My Scottish family lives on the east
side of Glacier Park near Babb and
St Mary's Lake. I have always
known about my Scottish ancestry
from my mother and her side of the
family. It wasn't until a few years
ago that my husband and I wanted
to make a trip to Scotland and
Ireland. Greg's family is Irish, but I
try not to hold that against him,
much. My family has strong ties to
Montana, so when I graduated
from high school in California, I
said, "I'm going home!" And here is
where I raised my two boys, got
married 3 times. (Third time is a
charm!) I have worked in health
care as a PT aide, OT aide, had a
national certification in massage
and practiced for 4 years before
arthritis in my hands stopped me. I
continued as a Care Coordinator
for Comfort Keepers until retiring in
2013. I have dabbled in a lot of
crafts and sold my photographs at
craft fairs. I really enjoy
being
around,
and
meeting new people! So
when I went to my first
and only Celtic Festival in
September in Kalispell
Montana, I was excited to
learn more about the
Gordon's. There were no
Gordon's there but they
were well known by some
other clansmen as loving
to party and very fun to
be around. That is when I
looked up House of
Gordon USA and joined.
Since there was not a
Convener
in
Montana.....well,
they
have one now! I hope to
do the Gordon name

proud.
BYDAND!

Ann Donnelly
Middle Tennessee Highland
Games,
September
2016,
Nashville Tennessee
On September 10 Mark Dodd
hosted a Gordon tent at the
Middle
Tennessee
Highland
Games held at Andrew Jackson’s
Hermitage in Nashville TN. This
was the first year for a Gordon
tent and the second year for the
games. Although there was a
threat of severe weather the
games and the tent were a
tremendous success with over
3200 in attendance.
Colin Grant Adams also came by
the Gordon to check in with the
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Clan. We had several new
Gordons sign up and more than a
few existing members come by for
a visit. me by the Gordon tent for
a visit.
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We even had a visit from a
Gordon Highlanders Regiment
reenactor. We are hoping to have
a living regiment display at next
year’s games!
Alabama Making
Its Mark With New
Festivals!

Our
Alabama
Convener, Sheila
Mills Bedsole (with
help
from
her
cousin, Jen Mills
Martin, our new
North
Florida
Convener, exquisitely
represented
the
House at the very
1st
Wiregrass
Celtic Festival this
November! Seems
Alabama is quickly
making a mark with
two new annual
festivals/games
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(Nov and Mar) and a Renaissance
Fair this coming January!
This year we have added a new,
and much needed, position in the
House, North Florida Convener. I
can tell you she has already made
a big impact on us and is very
enthusiastic and creative. Cynthia
and Florida are lucky to have her
helping out in Florida. Here is what

In The House!
awesome kiddos, Lanay, 27, Tim,
25, Rob, 24 and my late in life
munchkin, Payne, 5 (pictured with
me and my husband, Dave)! I'm
also the Nana of a gorgeous
Gordon granddaughter, Sally, 2,
and I'll have a brand-new
granddaughter in January!
I'm a lucky one, I'm a Gordon 3
times over... via my father I'm a
Mills, via my grandmother I'm
a Moore, via my 3rd great
grandmother I'm an Adams!
I'm so beyond proud of our
House, our History, our
Family, Kith and Kin!!!!
BYDAND!

she had to say about herself in
introduction to the House...
BYDAND, fine Gordons! I'm Jen
Mills Martin, your new North Florida
Convener, I will be hosting tents at
the Games held in Jacksonville,
Panama City Beach, and St
Augustine. I've also been helping
my dear cousin, Sheila Mills
Bedsole (Alabama Convener), with
her tents this year and will continue
to lend a hand. It's an absolute
honor to represent our magnificent
House!
A little about me, I'm the mom of 4

OOH RAH & SEMPER FI SEAN!
Congratulations to Sean Marbell of
California, son of Pamela Lowry
Marbell, on earning the t i t l e
U S Marine!
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Holly Warren sent us this photo of a mighty fine group of Gordons in
front of the Gordon Tent in New York!
Mid-Atlantic finished the year in Pennsylvania and Virginia.

Geof & Beverly Baker and Lois Todd
took the Gordon tent to Bethlehem, PA
for the Celtic Classic where over
250,000 people attend during the three
day event. While there, 2014 Charles
O. Gordon Scholarship recipient, Tyler
Destremps, who is now a Grade 2 piper! It was great to see him doing so well
and spend a little time with him and his
mother catching up.
We took a minimal set-up with a scaled
down version of the Wall of Honor featuring the Gold & Blue Stars and the
Medal of Honor Recipients, and took
lots of pamphlets and membership ap-
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In The House!

plications, not knowing what we
would encounter. Primarily a music
festival there were only a handful of
clans, but we had a lot of Gordons
visiting with us to learn more about
their heritage, and a group of Gordon Highlander re-enactors.
Of course Geof pulled out the
Cock o’ the North to share! Wish

the day. We had a great group to
man the tent with Heather & David
Gauthier, Jerry Vandenberg, Brandie Bartos, David & Lois Todd .

we could get some more … maybe
in the not too far future.
We are already looking forward to
going back next year and enjoying
the music, fun and camaraderie.
Virginia Scottish Games were fabulous as always with a great crew
that comes every year and the Gordon Grill in full swing. Barbara
Wray surprised us by showing up
with Morris Gordon in tow! What a
wonderful surprise ! The Wounded
Warriors come in to compete in the
Games and many more are brought
down from Walter Reed Hospital for

House of Gordon USA Newsletter
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very cool and windy, but warmed
up as the winds died down, but not
before the Gordon Goddesses bundled up Our youngest Gordon
Goddess (in training) was sporting
her Gordon tartan and goddess
shirt.

Morris Gordon & David Gauthier @ VA
Scots

The Central Virginia Highland
Games in Richmond ended the
year for Mid-Atlantic and started out

This is always a good event with a
large number of Gordons gathering
at the tent.
The annual Bonnie Knees competition has been dominated by the
Gordon men—so much that the
organizers decided to remove one
of the most popular competitors by
making David & Heather Gauthier
the Masters of Ceremony!
The Gordon Clan still came home
with pride as one of our young
competitors brought home the lads
division trophy! One of the Wounded Warriors we have become good
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In The House!
and a dram of Cock o’ the North of
course. We have made them honorary Gordons and the rest of the
day these two fine men did the Gordons proud by changing out their
shirts for the House of Gordon shirt
to compete in the Heavy Athletics
the remainder of the day.
Every year we have a Bydand-olantern and candy in the Gordon
tent for the kids, and this year the
Games decided to have trick-ortreating at the clan tents on Sunday.
All of the children had fun
dressing up and getting treats.

friends with also brought home the
trophy and celebrated with us in the
Gordon Tent with a Scottish Ale

Mid-Atlantic is looking forward to
2017 and another year of fun and
we hope to see many of you at the
AGM this July at Grandfather
Mountain! We can hardly wait to
be back on the mountain and
smoking some succulent meats in
Angus XIII !

House of Gordon USA Newsletter
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WOW! HAPPY BIRTHDAY POOH BEAR

90 YEARS STONG & STILL GIVING GOOD CHEER!
This year our beloved House of Gordon USA Tent Mascot, (creation of our
kith and kin, A.A. Milne) Winnie the Pooh, celebrated his 90th birthday and
so did the Queen!
This past October makes 90 years that the enduring stories of our lovable
plush toy has warmed the hearts of children and adults alike. Pooh shares
a birth year with a rather famous Royal, Queen Elizabeth II. As a youngster, (then) Princess Elizabeth was said to have loved the Pooh tales. AA
Milne’s collection of poems, Teddy Bear And The Other Songs From
When We Were Very Young, was dedicated to her when published in
1926 - the year of her birth.
Happy 90th Birthday, Pooh Bear and Your Majesty!
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HoGUSA continues to support GHM
On the 26th of October Mark
Dodd, our Convener for Tennessee and Kentucky, had the honor and pleasure to deliver a donation check for $2000 from the
House of Gordon USA to the
Gordon Highlanders Museum in
Aberdeen Scotland. The Museum presents the 200 year story
of “the finest Regiment in the
World”.
The Museum is housed in the
former home of Scottish artist Sir
George Reid. It served as the
regimental headquarters for
many years. The venue host a
coffee shop, meeting rooms and
a very richly appointed dinner
suite.

Upon arriving at the museum
Mark was greeted by its friendly
staff and the Museum’s Chief Executive, Bryan Snelling. Mr. Snelling arraigned a private tour of the
exhibits given by Alan Sim a retired member of the regiment and
a current volunteer at the museum.
The rich 200 year history of the
regiment is presented at every
turn. Most notably the highest
decoration for gallantry in the British armed forces: The Victoria
Cross, 11 of the 19 presented to
members of the regiment are on
permanent display.

House of Gordon USA Newsletter
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AGM 2017-The Chief is Coming!
This year The House of Gordon
will be the Honored Clan at
Grandfather Mountain Highland
Games in Linville, NC, and our
Chief, the Marquess of Huntly, will
be the Honored Guest.
We are planning on keeping
things as affordable and fun and
in keeping with the true Grandfather Mountain experience as possible. With that in mind we are
planning on only having one event
on Thursday evening that we will
ask you to help with the expenses
by buying a ticket, which we
promise to keep to a minimum.
More on this in May. Enough
said—let’s get on to the FUN
STUFF!!!
Thursday evening we have reserved the Chieftain's tent for a
casual meet and greet with the
Chief. We are planning on having
some really nice finger foods like
mini smoked salmon bridies and
some other delectable treats, and
of drinks—frosty adult beverage
as well as not so adult. Don’t forget to cheer on the Bear runners
when they come through! We will
progress up to the field and the
Gordon Hospitality tents for dessert (sticky toffee pudding anyone?) and the Torchlight Opening
Ceremony!
Friday is do the festival all day with
snacks in the Gordon tent. Plan
on hitting the vendors before the
major crowds on Saturday! Remember, Gordon items go fast!

Saturday & Sunday we will have
lunch at the Gordon hospitality
tents—plan on joining us at noon
both days.
Saturday we will be presenting
the Grade IV Jr. Piper of the Day
trophy and scholarship just before
lunch and of course our scholarship recipient and his or her family
will be joining us for our luncheon.
The AGM Meeting will be held in
the campground—time to be announced after we get more information on the duties the Chief
may be expected to carry out for
the Games. This year is an election year and we will be moving
briskly through the business and
the election so that everyone can
get back to having fun.
After the games are done for the
day, the Chief will join in the annual Pot Luck in the Campground,
the House will be putting in extra
dishes for our members. We do
an annual group photo before we
eat.
Sunday begins with the Kirkin of
the Tartans and once the festival
starts on the field, the Parade of
Tartans. Be sure to wear your favorite Gordon tartan and show the
rest that there is NO clan that can
compare just as none can compare with the Cock of the North
himself. Sunday afternoon is the
clan challenge—anyone ready to
take on the tug of war, kilted mile
or relay race?

In The House!
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Welcome New Members 2016
Jean M.

Adie

NH

Alison M.

Gorden

TX

David

Aitken

MI

M/M William C.

Gorden

TX

Ira

Akens

CO

Katherine F.

Gorden

TX

Vicki A.

Andrews

CA

John B.

Gordon

MA

Krista

Ayscue

NC

Gary

Gordon

SC

Patrick Taylor

Bettencourt SC

Allen

Gordon

PA

Riley E.

Blagg

Nicholas

Gordon

MN

Mary

Brownmiller TX

Kevin

Gordon

PA

Katherine

Browser

AL

Daniel J.

Gordon

MD

Nancy M

Browser

AL

Lisa E.

Gordon

SC

Gordon

Campbell

TX

John Earl

Gordon

SC

Camelot

Caraker

CO

Chris

Gordon

CA

John & Diane

Carr

NY

Dennis Lee

Gordon

CA

Juston and Linda

Coffman

TX

Wallace Winston

Gordon

CA

Erin M.

Colshan

CA

Darleen

Gordon

AZ

Autumn Kristine Hartley Cook

AL

Dana

Gordon

FL

Robert

Count

PA

Ian Crawford

Gordon

WA

Adrian Devin

Craig

TN

Charles Edward

Gordon

NC

Ann

Donnelly

MT

Tim & Christine

Gordon

NY

Duane H.

Duff, Jr.

CO

Cynthia

Gordon

PA

Jesse

Dye

AL

Gerard

Gordon

CO

Peli

Fotu

AZ

Jay A. & Jessica E. Gordon

CA

Donald L.

Fuller

CA

Anthony

Gordon

AL

Thomas

Fullmer

CO

Scott

Gordon

PA

John M

Gambill

OK

Dennis Lee

Gordon II

CA

Lyda, John & Thomas

Gardiner

CO

Stephen Adam

Gordon, Sr.

IL

Duane

George

MO

Sean O.

Hannon

CO

Edward C.

Gorden

TX

Russ & Marcia

Harper

NC

John C.

Gorden

TX

Howard Francis

Harrison

WA

Laura P.

Gorden

TX

Carolyn Gordon

Hayward

TX

CO
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Welcome
Welcome New
New Members
Members 2016
2016
Chelsea

Hines

AL

Sarah

Phillips

NH

Matthew

Hines

GA

Dianne Murray

Pratt

CO

Cleo G.

Hogan

TN

Melinda (Gordon) Proctor

OK

Carly Lea

Hopper

MN

Rebecca Milne

Rothe

KY

Willard F.

Huntley

CO

Teresa

Sadler

MO

Margaret

Hussey

FL

Don

Sellers

CO

Mark William

Jenkins

VA

Verren

Shriver

CA

Doris

Lafever

NC

Ian M.

Smith

NY

Armond

Levesque

CO

Mary Grace Craig Stanley

FL

Maria

Mackey

CO

Gary R.

Tate

TX

Gardner

Mann

NC

Arthur Reeves

Thompson CO

Steve R. (Adkins) Maynard

NC

Gordon Knox

Thompson VT

Lee

McLamb

FL

Daniel

Todd

CO

Lynne M.

Meyers

PA

Robert

Todd

FL

Michael E.

Mills

OH

Charles Gordon

Todd II

VA

John A.

Milner, Jr.

AL

Susanne

West

WI

Thomas M.

Mitchell

SC

Lorraine

Whiting

NY

Barbara

Montgomery IL

Lisabeth R.

Whiting

CA

Charles D.

Moore

AZ

Isabelle

Wilhelm

CO

Ryan D.

Moore

CA

Debra L

Wydler

CA

Dennis

Morris

TX

Livia

Morse

CA

Jason

Moscatello

NH

Gloria Jean

Mutch

CA

Tracey Gordon

Myers

CO

Bonnie

Nolston

MA

Melinda Gordon

Paret

TX

Richard D.

Parsons

CO

Heather Nicole

Pastva

SC

Brian

Peoples

CO
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ANGUS BULL STATUE REDEDICATION
By Jim Far go
On September 27, I traveled to the Meadow Event Park, home of the
Virginia State Fairgrounds in Doswell, VA to attend the official rededication of the historic Angus Bull statue by the Virginia Angus Association.
I was invited to attend by a member of that Association who knows of
the Donnachaidh clan's link to cattle "lifting" in Scotland and my own
ancestral link to the establishment of the Aberdeen-Angus breed. (I heritage is one of Gordon and Donnachaidh lineage.)
friend Robert
Knight of Clan MacNaughten came with me from Luray. We were
joined there by bagpiper Doug Campbell to represent the kilted Scottish
connection.
The preliminary activities were held in the southern-style mansion,
Meadow Hall, and the statue is located to the right of the entrance to the
mansion. After the ceremony, the attendees followed the piper to gather
outside by the statue. The statue had been covered earlier in the day
with a red Robertson tartan blanket. After some introductory remarks,
the tartan blanket was removed so everyone could see the statue. The
statue had been cast in 1957 and in 2015 the Association acquired it for
this new permanent home.
My ancestral connection to the breed goes back to my great-greatgrandfather on my mother's side of the family. George Milne (18241898) was the blacksmith on the Tillyfour estate. George and his wife
Beatrice had nine children, of whom my great-grandmother, their
daughter Isobel (1852-1938), was the oldest of three daughters. William McCombie, the owner of Tillyfour, is regarded as one of the great
improvers of the black Angus breed of polled (hornless) cattle. At Tillyfour the master breeder molded the best of the original strains (Angus
and Buchan) into one improved breed with superior characteristics to
either of the originals. McCombie's most famous steer "Black
Prince" (pictured next page) won the Birmingham and Smithfield Shows
in 1867 and he took the steer to Windsor Castle for the personal inspection of Queen Victoria. She was so impressed with this
breed that several years later she visited the Tillyfour estate on her way
to Balmoral Castle.
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Of course, the Clan Donnachaidh connection relates back to the famous "Raid of Angus" in 1392 and our subsequent "lifting" of cattle
from neighbors near and far. On that raid we were taking ownership of
indigenous hornless and short horn cattle native to the Clan Lindsay
area and not highland cattle. While the Aberdeen and Angus breeds
were known in the 16th century, it was not until the mid-1800s that the
stock had been improved through crossing and re-crossing their strains
by various breeders that we get the black and red Angus cattle we recognize today.

Tillyfour
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In The House!

Edward Goodrich Acheson
Edward Goodrich Acheson’s family originated in Forfar, Scotland, and migrated to
America via Ireland. His father was a blacksmith in Washington, Pennsylvania where
he was raised in the middle of coal country.
At 16 he quit school to work and help support his family after his father's death. He
labored on the railroad, but spent his afterwork hours studying science and electricity,
and conducting his own homemade experiments. In 1880 he was hired
by Thomas Edison as a draftsman and technician at Edison's Menlo
Park laboratories. He later worked for Edison subsidiaries in Europe,
where he oversaw the first installation of electric lighting in Belgium, Holland, and Italy. In 1885, after returning to America, he invented an antiinduction telephone wire, and sold the patent to Edison's archrival George Westinghouse, which ended his time in Edison's employ.
Acheson made his most famous discovery and invention, silicon carbide
(trade name Carborundum), in 1891. He fused a mixture of clay and
powdered coke (carbon) with the application of electrical current, hoping
to create artificial diamonds, and instead created silicon carbide. It was
the hardest known artificial substance, making it a very efficient and effective abrasive. Acheson founded The Carborundum Company to market the material for use in dental products, gem polishing, grinding
wheels, knife sharpeners, and whetting stones. In 1897 he patented an
improved electrical furnace for firing silicon carbide, leading to construction of the world's largest industrial furnace at his factory. One hundred
years later he was inducted into the National Invertors Hall of Fame
which says, “without carborundum, the mass production manufacturing
of precision-ground, interchangeable metal parts would be practically
impossible." Acheson went on to discover that when carborundum was
heated to a high temperature it produced an almost pure and perfected
form of graphite that could be used as a lubricant.
He was responsible for numerous other chemical discoveries, including
Aquadag, a graphite-based coating used in cathode ray tubes; Oildag, a
lubricant additive based on colloidal graphite in oil; and an improved
method for making graphite. Acheson, who died in 1931, is the namesake of the Electrochemical Society's Edward G. Acheson Medal, and
the means for making silicon carbide is still referred to as the Acheson
process.
His home in Monongahela, Pennsylvania is a National Historic Landmark.
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